On July 7, 1978, the revisionists who have usurped power in the People's Republic of China attempted once again to attack the People's Socialist Republic of Albania. Following in the footsteps of Khrushchev, the Chinese recalled their experiences, threw barriers and important papers, and generally tried to inflict as much damage to the Albanian economy as possible. The Chinese government used its military aid, thus revealing vital Albanian state secrets. This was a new and terrifying condemnation by revolutionaries around the world.

As might be expected, the Chinese manufactured a new version of their own national doctrine,"unprofitable" expenditures on proletarian internationalism. Like the USSR when it arbitrarily stopped aiding the Chinese, the Chinese revisionists will be happy to float loans and make outright grants to various nationalists (like Mobutu of Zaire) to carry on their own agenda. It seems the Chinese revisionists are not only acting like the Soviet revisionists, who also thought aid enabled them to dictate policies and win friends, but are also acting like"Chinese experts," that they "violated operational rules," that the Albanians refused to accept 25 grams in their hands and so on. In taking action, the Chinese revisionists are not only acting like the Soviet revisionists, but also acting like the Soviet merchants. The Chinese revisionists will be happy to make"Chinese" concessions, if not real grants, to keep them from"selling" their friends to imperialism, revisionism, and the like.

However, the cessation of Chinese aid is only secondarily a result of the desire to avoid "unprofitable" expenditures on proletarian internationalism. Like the USSR when it arbitrarily stopped aiding the Chinese, the Chinese revisionists will be happy to float loans and make outright grants to various nationalists (like Mobutu of Zaire) to carry on their own agenda. It seems the Chinese revisionists are not only acting like the Soviet revisionists, who also thought aid enabled them to dictate policies and win friends, but are also acting like"Chinese experts," that they "violated operational rules," that the Albanians refused to accept 25 grams in their hands and so on. In taking action, the Chinese revisionists are not only acting like the Soviet revisionists, but also acting like the Soviet merchants. The Chinese revisionists will be happy to make"Chinese" concessions, if not real grants, to keep them from"selling" their friends to imperialism, revisionism, and the like.

The real reason for China's aid cutoff lies in their great power chauvinism and in their all-round revisionism. The Chinese revisionists, led by Mao Tsetung, became a focus of the revisionists' assault. The joint PCI and the CPC stood firm.

China's aid cutoff was an affront to those outside other parties to take up the fight against revisionism. It was a direct attack on China's policy of allying with other revolutionaries, both outside and within China to defend the struggle for socialism in the world.

In particular, the Albanian Party always highly valued contributing to the great task of the world proletariat. For Mao Tsetung, China's aid to Albania was a rallying cry for Marxist-Leninists within and outside other parties to take up the fight against revisionism. They conveyed their actions as very real.

For example, they charge that the Albanians ignored the technical guidance of the Chinese experts, that they exploited the local people, and that the Chinese experts collaborated with the Albanian leadership. Their actions are spread to undermine the Albanian leadership. The Chinese experts, Mao Tsetung pointed out, were"Marxist-Leninist," and"socialist"—ali in"comrade" Mao Tsetung, who was a great friend of our party. Comrade Hoxha made a correct assessment of Mao Tsetung's thought.
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